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Based on a high-conversion WordPress theme, the package comes with integrated appointment booking module
and payment system, multi-device accessibility, and optimal website performance.
WP LocalBiz Bundle is now available, offering local business owners and digital marketers access to fully
customizable pre-made websites and WordPress templates with integrated appointment.
(Newswire.net -- February 9, 2019) -- Expert digital marketer and software developer Uddhab Pramanik announced the
launch of WP LocalBiz Bundle, a collection of WordPress templates with a wide range of features adapted to the
needs of modern local businesses. Based on a high-conversion WordPress theme, the package comes with integrated
appointment booking module and payment system, multi-device accessibility, and optimal website performance.
More information can be found at http://letsgolook.at/WPLocalBizBundle.
The overwhelming majority of modern consumers consider a company’s website as one of the most important factors
that influence which business or service providers they choose to contact. More than 80% of them admit that they
would not contact a company with an unprofessional website, citing factors such as page loading speed and content
quality among the most important for making a professional first impression.
The all-new WP LocalBiz Bundle is designed to provide high loading speed, perfect display on both desktop and mobile
platforms, and plenty of customization options, thus making it ideal for local businesses in any industries.
For business owners looking for an accessible website that is ready to use within minutes, the system allows users to
import any ready-made website with a single click. The selection of websites covers a wide range of niches, each
website being easy to customize using an accessible, code-free graphic interface.
According to Uddhab, more than 74% of modern businesses offer services that require some type of appointment however, only a fraction of those offer potential customers the possibility of making an online appointment.
One of the most important features of WP LocalBiz Bundle is its integration of an engaging booking module. This offers
businesses the chance to significantly increase their conversion rate, since many visitors are often looking for a
convenient way to make an appointment or booking.
To ensure high standards of quality and customer satisfaction, WP LocalBiz Bundle comes with a 3-day money-back
satisfaction guarantee.
Interested parties can find more information by visiting the above-mentioned website, as well as at
https://muncheye.com/uddhab-pramanik-neeraj-agarwal-wp-localbiz-bundle.
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